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Abstract 
Al Amrani, A., Complex K-theory of weighted projective spaces, Journal of Pure and Applied 
Algebra 93 (1994) 113-127. 
Let P” = PG(q,,, . . . . q,) be the complex weighted projective space of type (qO, . . . . qJ and 
P = PE(l, ,1) the usual complex projective space. The map cp : P + p(x,, , xn) H (x,““, . , x:). 
induces a monomorphism cp * : K ‘(P”) + K”(P) in complex K-theory. We compute the image of cp *, 
and deduce the multiplicative structure of K’(s). 
Introduction 
The integral cohomology of a weighted projective space p” = P[(qo, . . . , qn) has 
been determined in [2,6]. Our purpose here is to compute the complex K-theory 
K*(p). 
Since the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence of P”” degenerates, the additive 
structure of K *(p”) follows easily from the cohomology H*(p, Z) (Section 2). 
To get the multiplicative structure, we compute the image of the monomorphism 
‘p* : K’(p) + K’(P”), induced by the map cp :P” + P”“, (x0,. . . , x,) F+ (x040,. . ., ~2). 
A description of Im (cp*) is given in Section 3. 
Section 4 contains the main part of the computations. 
Finally the ring structure of K’(P”“) is explicitly established in Section 5. 
1. Preliminaries 
In this section, we fix notations and recall some results about the integral cohomol- 
ogy of weighted projective spaces. 
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1.1. Let II be an integer 2 0, and let qO, ql, . . . , qn 
following operation of the multiplicative group @ * 
C”‘i\{O}: 
(A (x 0, . ..) X”)) H @40X& . ..) A4”X,) 
be positive integers. Consider the 
= C\(O) on the space (V+i)* = 
(1) 
The associated topological quotient space is called the weighted (complex) projective 
space, of type (qO,. . . , q,,). It is denoted 
p”” = PE(qrJ, . . .) 9”). 
so P” = PE(l, . ..) 1) is the usual projective space. For more details about P”“, see 
c2, 11. 
1.2. For 0 I i I n, put 
Pi = l/q,, 1 = lcm(qO, . . ..qn}. 
There are two (non-canonical) maps: 
cp = (p(qo, . ..) qn): P” --f F”, (x0, . ..) x,) I-+ (x?, . ..) x,4.), 
l+b = l+b(qo, . . .) qn) : p”” --f P”, (x0, . ..) x,) E+ (XgpO, . . .) x,pn). 
(The same notation is used to denote a point in (C’+ ‘)* and its class in P” or in P”“.) 
1.3. The integral cohomology groups of the space P”” are ([2, II] and [IS]) 
H’(P”“, Z) = 
Z for i = 2k, 0 I k _< n, 
0 otherwise. 
(4 
NOW we are going to describe the ring homomorphisms cp *, $ *, induced by the maps 
cp, $ on cohomology: 
cP*:H*(P”“,Z)~H*(P”,Z), ~*:H*(P”,Z)~H*(P1”,Z). (3) 
1.4. Fix k E (0, 1, . . . . n}. The integer lk = lk(qo, . . . . q,,) is defined as the lcm of all 
integers 
gcd{qi@lO I CI < k}, with 0 5 i0 < il < ... < ik I n. (4) 
For example, 
l,= 1, 1, = lcm{qO,...,q,}, 
gcd(qO> . . ..a.). 
Suppose k 2 1 and consider any prime p dividing lk. Put cli = vp(qi), where v, is the 
p-valuation. Choose any permutation (i. il . . . i,) of the integers 0, 1, . . . , n, such that 
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ai, < ai1 I .” I ain. Then the p-valuation of lk is 
rp(lk) = 4. + ai._, + '** + Mi,_,+,. (5) 
1.5. Denote L the canonical line bundle over P”, and 4 = CUE H2(Pn, Z) its first 
Chern class. It is well known that the group Hzk(P”, Z) = Z is generated by tk 
(l~k~n),andthatr”+‘= 0. There exists a unique & E IIJ~~(~, Z) such that ([2, II] 
and C61) 
q*(tk) = lk’tk. (6) 
The group H”“(P”“, Z) = B is generated by tk, 1 I k I n. 
The following formula is a consequence of (6): 
$*(a = 51. 
Since $*cI(L) = c,($*L) one has 
51 = c,($*L). 
We will refer to & as the (canonical) generator of H”“(P”“, Z). 
(7) 
(8) 
1.6. From the formula (6) one gets the multiplicative structure of H*(P”“, Z). Let 
1 i i,j < n, with i + j 5 n. The integer lilj is a multiple of li+j (by 5). Define 
By (2) and 
eij = ejj(qo, . . ..q.) = lilj/li+j. 
(6) we have, in the ring H*(p, Z), for 1 < i,j < n, 
(9) 
5itj= o 
i 
cijti+j if i +j I n, 
if i + j > n. 
(10) 
In the polynomial ring Z [X1, . . . , X,], consider the ideal ‘$I generated by the elements 
XiXj (i + j > n), XiXj - f?ijXi+j (i + j I n). 
Then there is an isomorphism of rings 
H*(P”“, Z) N Z[X,, . . ..Z”]/crr (11) 
with <i corresponding to the class of Xi mod ‘3. 
2. The group K*(p”) 
We use the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence to compute the additive structure 
of the K-theory K*(p). 
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2.1. For a topological space Y, let (K’( Y))i,z be its complex K-theory, and AH(Y) its 
Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence [3, Section 21 
E;’ = H’(Y, K’( *)) =G- K’+‘(Y), 
where * is a point. We put K *(Y) = K’(Y) @ K l(Y) and denote by 
F’(Y) = FiKo( Y) (i 2 0), the (decreasing) ring filtration of K’(Y) given by AH(Y). 
2.2. Because of (2) the spectral sequence AH(P”“) degenerates [3,2.4], and the Chern 
character ch : K*(Y) + H*(P”“, CD) is injective [3,2.5]. Since Hod(p, Q) = 0 it follows 
that K’(P”“) = 0. 
For simplicity we put 
K(P”“) = K’(p) = K*(F”). 
2.3. By degeneracy of AH@“), the Chern character induces isomorphisms [3,2.5] 
FZi(Fn)/FZi+ l(p”n) z 
IY2yp”n, Z) (12) 
and pi+l(pln) = FZi+2 
(F”), F’(P) = 0 (i 2 0, j > 2n). 
Hence (2), the abelian group 
K(P”“) = F’(?) = Z @ F’(P”“) 
is free of rank n + 1. It has a (non-unique) basis { 1, bi, . . . , b,} such that bi,,2i(,-“) 
and 
ch(bi) = ti + terms of degree >2i, in H”(P’, Q) 
with ti = the generator of H2’(P”“, Z) defined in 1.5. 
(13) 
Let us make a remark, useful in the sequel. 
2.4. Remark. If b{, b;, Ir . . . , b; are elements in K(P”“) satisfying the same property 
(13) as bk, . . . . b,, then biEF”(8”) and {b;,..., b:} is a basis of the group FZk(pn). 
Hence we have shown the following: 
2.5. Proposition. For the weighted projective space P”” = PE(qo, . . ..q.,) one has 
K’(p”) = 0 and K(?) = K’(p) N iP+l. 0 
A uniquely determined basis will be constructed for K(p) in Section 3. 
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3. The image p*K(P”“) 
The maps cp = dqo, . . ., 4”) and rl/ = 11/h, . . . , q.) (1.2) induce ring homomorphisms 
in K-theory 
q * : K(P) -+ K(P”), l+b*:K(P”)+ K(P). 
We are going to compute the image of ‘p*. 
3.1. Using notations in 1.4 and 1.5 we put 
a = [L] - 1 EK(P”), 
a” = d(q,, . ..) qn) = [$*L] - 1 EK(P”“), (14) 
f?i = t?i(qo, .. . . 4”) = If/Z E FV (0 I i I n). 
It is well known that (1, a, . . . . a”} is a Z-basis of K(P) and that a”+l = 0 (e.g. Cl]). 
The element ZEF’(~) will play a crucial role in computing the ring K(p). A first 
step is the following lemma: 
3.2. Lemma. (i) The homomorphisms ‘p* and $* above are injective. 
(ii) We haoe ch(fi) = exp(tl) - 1 and q*(G) = (1 + a)‘] - 1. 
(iii) There is a unique element a,, E K(p) such that a”” = e,a,; and then ~*(a,) = 1,a”. 
Proof. (i) In the following commutative diagram, the Chern characters are injective 
(2.2) and the homomorphisms induced by cp and Ic/ on cohomology are injective too 
(1.5). 
K(P”“) x K(P”) x K(P”“) 
&I lC” I& (15) 
H*(P, Q)rp*.H*(Pn, CD) +* -H*(P, a) 
Assertion (i) follows. 
(ii) By definition of d, one has ch(a”) = exp[c,(II/*L)] - 1. But c,($*L) = c1 (8); 
hence ch(a”) = exp(rl) - 1. Now to see q*(Z) = CL]” - 1, it is enough to check 
chcp*(a”) = ch([L@“‘I] - 1) 
-since ch is injective-i.e. cp*ch(a”) = exp(1, 5) - 1 (see 1.5). 
We have q*ch(a”) = q*(exp(ti) - 1) = exp(cp*t,) - 1. On the other hand 
(p*(tl) = 115 (6) so we are done. 
(iii) First notice the relations in H*(p”, Z) ((10) and (14)), 
<f = eiti (1 5 i I n), 5;” = 0. (16) 
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Since K(P”“) has no torsion (2.5), the unicity of a, is clear. From (ii) we have 
ch(G”) = 51 = entn (16). Now E”EF*“(~“) and ch induces an isomorphism 
FZfl(p”n) _\ Hz”@“, Z) = Z<, (12). Whence the existence of a,, given by ch(a,) = 5,. 
It remains to show ~*(a,) = I,u”. Again from (ii) one has q*(~?“) = 1;~“. So 
e,q*(a,) = 1;~“. The formula follows, by definition of e, and because K(P”) has no 
torsion. 0 
3.3. To describe the image (p*K(P”“), we need some new notations. For any integer 
i 2 1, let Qi be the polynomial 
Qi = (1 + X)’ - 1 EZ[X]. (17) 
The integers li = li(qo, . . . , q,,) (4) are SO that li - i divides li (1 5 i I n). So we get new 
integers 
ki = ki(qo, ..*,qn) = li/li-, (18) 
and we put 
T = Qk,Qk;..Qk,Ez[x] (1 I i I n). (19) 
3.4. Theorem. Let P”” = PE(qO , . . . . 9”). There exists a Z-basis qf K(p”) whose image 
under the monomorphism ‘p* : K(P”“) + K(P”) is { 1, Tl (a), . . . , m(u)}. 
The proof of this theorem will be done in several steps. The first one shows that it is 
enough to see that the elements z(u) of K(P”) are in fact in (p*K(p”). 
3.5. Lemma. Suppose there exist b;, . . ..bAEK(P”“) such that cp*(bj) = q(u). Then 
bjEF2i(p) and (1, b;, . . . , b;} is a Z-basis of K(p). 
Proof. We use Remark 2.4. Fix i, 1 I i I n. In HeV(p”, Q) we have (1.5) 
ch(bl) = ro + rltl + ... + r,,<” (rjEQ). 
Apply q* : H*(P”“, Q) + H*(P”, Cl) (6): 
cp*ch’(bI) = r. + rlllt + ... + rnl,,5”. 
Since q*ch(b;) = chcp*(bl) (15), one has rp*ch(b;) = ch c(a). On the other hand, 
the definition of the polynomials Qj and z shows that z = liX’ + monomials of 
degree >i, in Z[X]. 
This implies (1.5 and (14)) 
ch T(a) = li(exp(<) - 1)’ + ... 
= liti + terms of degree >2i, in H”‘(P”, a). 
Whence r. = ... = ri _ I = 0, ri = 1. SO by Remark 2.4 we are done. 
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By Lemma 3.2, Tl (a) and T,(a) belong to cp *K(p). Therefore to establish Theorem 
3.4, it suffices to prove the following lemma. 
3.6. Lemma. The image cp *K(Bn) contains T2(a), . .., T,- l(a). 
To demonstrate this assertion, several lemmas will be used. We put them together in 
a separate section. 
4. Proof of Lemma 3.6 
4.1. Let q be an integer 2 1. Consider the closed inclusion 
cr:P = PE(qo,...,q,)+ P -n+1_ - P@ “+%7 0, . . ..%I. 41, 
(x 0, . . . ..%I) I-+ (x0, . . ..xn. 0). 
The group p4 of the qth roots of the unity in @* acts on the space (UZn+‘)* as in (1). 
The quotient space will be denoted 
L”” = G(q; 40, . . ..q.) 
(weighted lens space, of type (q; qo, . .., 4”)). There is a natural surjection 19 : L” --) P”“. 
4.2. Lemma. We have an exact sequence (2.1) 
,l(p+l)“*. F’(9) @* -F’(P) 
where CT* and i3* are the ring homomorphisms induced on K-theory by u and 8. 
The following corollary will be useful in the proof of Lemma 3.6. 
4.3. Corollary. The image of Fl(F”+‘) = F’(p”n+‘) (2.3) under o* is an ideal of the 
ring K(P”“). 0 
Proof of Lemma 4.2. (a) First we show that the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence 
AH@“) (2.1) degenerates. Recall the integral cohomology of p ([2, II] and [6]), 
: 
z if i=O or 2n+ 1, 
H’(L”“, Z) = Z/miZ if i = 2k, 1 I k I n, (20) 
0 otherwise, 
with mi = li(qo, ..-,q., q)/li(qo, -..g q,J (4). The map 8 (4.1) induces an epimorphism [2, 
II] B* : H”‘(P”“, Z) + Hev(p, Z). Now consider the differentials of AH(i”) 
d,? : E,P’“(L”“) -+ Epfrss’ ’ -I(p), r 2 2. 
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Then since AH@“) degenerates (2.2) and 0* is surjective, dp’” is null for p even. It is 
also null for p odd because Hi(in, Z) = 0 if i is odd distinct from 2n + 1 or if 
i > 2n + 1. This means that AH(p) degenerates (compare with [S, Proof of 2.1.11). 
(b) Let us check 8*a* = 0 on Fl(P”‘l). One has F’(p,“) = Ker(rk), 
rk : K(P”“+ ’ ) -+ Z being the rank map. Hence it is enough to see that 8 * 0 * E is trivial 
over L”, for any complex vector bundle E on P”“+l. There is an open inclusion 
p:@n+l/pq+P+l, (x0 ,..., X”)~(XO,...,X,, 1) 
which is the complement of the closed inclusion (T (4.1). The well-defined map 
-n+1 Ll”x[O,l]+P ) ((x 0, . . . . x,), t) H (x0, . . ..&I. q 
shows that the diagram 
(uy”/p,)\{O} = F-f+p”” 
P 
‘:.i 
fJ 
p+1 
is commutative up to homotopy. This gives an isomorphism of vector bundles 
p*E 12” N e*o*E. Since C”+‘/pL, is contractible, p * E is trivial. Hence 0 * 0 * E is also 
trivial. 
(c) For II = 0, F’(F”) = 0 and the lemma is clear. So we can assume n 2 1. The 
spectral sequences AH(P”“+ ‘), AH(P”“), AH(i”) degenerate. It follows that the vertical 
arrows, in the commutative diagram below, are isomorphisms 
qpt’) _ F’(P) - F’(P) 
I- 
zzyP”“+1, H)Z 
I- l- 
H’(F”, $5 H’(LI”, Z) 
(1 i i # 2n + l), where F’(Y) = F’(Y)/F’+‘(Y), and the horizontal arrows are in- 
duced by cr and 8. From [2, II] we know that the cohomology sequence at the bottom 
is exact for i even, 2 I i < 2n. For the others i 2 1, it is still exact since H’(P”“, Z) = 0 
(2). So the exactness of the sequence in Lemma 4.2 is given by the following result [S, 
1.10.33: 
(d) Let M, M’, M” be j&red abelian groups, with decreasing jiltrations. Let 
f: M’ + M, g: M -+ M” be homomorphisms of jiltred groups such that the sequence 
Gr(M’) Gr(f), Gr(M) Gr(g) b Gr(M”) is exact. Zf the filtration of M is jinite and if 
g 0 f = 0, then the sequence M’ f, M -6 M” is exact. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 4.2. Cl 
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4.4. Lemma. Let 6 be the element of K(p,+’ ) (4.1) dejined in the same way as a” in 
K(p”) (3.1). Put m = &(q,, . . ..qn. q)lli(q ,,, . . . . qn) (1.4). Then o*(g) = Q,,,(Z) = 
(1 + 2)” - 1 (17). 
Proof. Consider the maps g : P” -+ P”, (xi) I+ (xm) and h = g 0 Ic/ : P”” + P” (1.2). Then 
we have a commutative diagram 
P”h p” 
CT I I i 
p”n+t_ A pn+l 
with i(xo, . . . . x,) = (x0, . . . . x,, 0), A = t/(4,,, . . . . q,,, q) (1.2). 
Let b EK(P”+‘) be the element defined in the same way as aEK(P”). By (14) one 
has A*(b) = b”, hence g*(6) = h*i*(b). 
Since i*(b) = a, we have to show **g*(a) = (1 + a”)“’ - 1. But the commutative 
diagram 
q(m,...,ml ' ’ I*(.,..., m) 
Pz(m ,..., m)-2PE(m ,..., m) 
gives g*(a) = (1 + a)m - l((l4) and Lemma 3.2(ii)), and we know that $*(a) = c?. 0 
4.5. In this sub-section, we fix an integer k, 0 5 k 5 n, and we fix a divisor d of qk. 
Then we put 
I,_, = P;(q& . . . ,qi) with qj = qj(j Z k), q; = qkld, 
rpn+t = pn+l 
c b&3, . . ..4.+1) with 4:+1 = qk. 
We have a well-defined map 
f:‘p”+ p”” = PE(qo,...,q,), 
(x 0, ..-,xJ H (Yo ,...,Yn), whereyj=xj(j+k), yk=xi, 
and a commutative diagram 
(21) 
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There are also closed inclusions 
kP+‘Bn+l(x~ )...) X,)H(XO )...) x,,O), 
z:p”“+ ‘P+l(x(), ...) X”) H (yo, . ..) y,+1) 
where Yj = Xj (j # k, n + I), yk = 0, Yn + I = xk. 
4.6. Lemma. The maps ‘0 and z of are homotopic. 
Proof. As a homotopy take 
-fl+1 ‘P x [O, l] + ‘P ) ((x0, ...2 XrJ t) H (Yo, .*.,Yn+1) 
with Yj = Xj (j # k, n •t 1), yk = txk, y,+l = (1 - t)$. 0 
4.7. Now we set up two other lemmas, we show how they imply Lemma 3.6 and then 
we prove them. 
We jix a prime p dividing some integer qi. Consider the valuations u,(qj) = clj 
(0 I j 2 n), and choose a permutation (j,. . .j,) of the integers 0, . . ., n such that 
oIjo 22 ... I ajn. Then we get the following integers ((4) and (5)) 
si = si(qO> ...,4n; PI = ~l/P”, (24 
where /?i = Nj” - aj, (1 I i 5 n). 
4.8. Lemma. (i) The image of the homomorphism cp * : K(P”“) -+ K(P”) contains the 
elements ((14) and (17)) 
b,i = n Q&4 with T= {s,_i,s,_i+l,..., So} (0 5 i 5 n - 1). 
tET 
(ii) The set of all elements b,i (p prime dividing some qj, 0 < i < n - 1) is a system of 
generators of cp * F2 (F), as group. 
4.9. Lemma. Ix for any j (1 <j I n), qj divides qj-1, then T2(a), T3(a), . . . . T,_,(a) 
belong to (p* K(P”“) (here n 2 3). 
4.10. Lemmas 4.8 and 4.9 imply Lemma 3.6. We have well-defined integers (5) 
qj=lj+l/lj (OljSn-1), qn = 1 
where lj = lj(qo, . . . . 4”). They satisfy the following: 
4j divides 4j_ 1, lj(q02 ...>4n) = lj(40, ...,4nL 
sj(GCl, ...,4n; PI = sj(403 . . ..qk~) (use (5)). 
(23) 
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Note (p = (p(&, . . . . &) (1.2). So by definition (19) of the polynomials T;:, Lemma 4.9 
shows that T’(a), ..,, 7’,‘,_,(a)EIm(cp*) c K(P”). On the other hand n: qj and n: qj 
have the same set of prime divisors. Hence (23) and Lemma 4.8(ii) imply 
Im(cp*) = Im(cp*) in K(P”), (24) 
which proves T*(a), . . . , T,_ 1(a) E Im(q *), as desired. 0 
4.11. Proof of Lemma 4.8. We use notations and hyotheses in 4.5 and 4.7. 
(a) Let k and d be as in 4.5. By Lemma 4.6 we have the inclusion 
‘,*K(‘F”+‘) cf*K(P”“), in K(‘F”). 
The commutativity of diagram (21) implies the equality 
(p*K(P”“) = ‘q*f*K(P”“), in K(P”). 
Whence the inclusion 
‘(p*‘o*K(‘F”+l) c (p*K(P”“), in K(P”). 
Now consider the elements defined by (14) 
‘b”= E(q& . . . ,q,:+&WP”“+‘), 
‘ii = a”(q& . . ..qr.)&(‘P”“). 
(25) 
Lemma 4.4 gives 
‘o*(‘&) = Qs(‘a”), with s = ll/l;, 1; = Il(qA, . . ..qA). 
because l,(qA, . . . . q;+l) = &(q,, . . . . qn) = l1 by definition of the q;. So Corollary 4.3 
shows that 
K(‘P”“).Q,(‘G) c ‘a*K(‘P”“+l), 
and by (25) we get 
‘q*[K(‘p).Q,(‘G)] c q*K(P”“), in K(P”) (26) 
We have (Lemma 3.2 and (17)) 
‘cp*(‘E) = (1 + a)‘; - 1, QJ’a”) = (1 + ‘a”)” - 1. 
Then, since s = ll/l;, ‘q*(‘GQ,(‘d)) = Ql;(a)Ql,(a). Therefore, 
Ql;(a)Ql,(a)~cp*K(P""). (27) 
(b) Let us prove the assertion (i) in Lemma 4.8. Take k = j,, d = pa with c( = OLj. 
(see 4.7). Then ((5) and (22)) 
11 = %I, 1; = 1JpP = &_I where /I = Nj” - Ejnj.-, . 
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By (27) we get 
Qs._,(a)Qs.(a)~cp*K(B'). 
But when applied to ‘cp = (p(qb, . . . , q,& (28) gives 
Q~.~,(~)Q~,~,(~)E'~*K~P"), 
since s,-r = 1; and s,_~ = l;/pB with fi = aj n I - ~jw_2. Hence (26) 
Qs._,(a)Qs.~,(a)Qs.(a)~~**K(P"). 
(28) 
Repeating the same process, we see that b,i belongs to (p*K(P”“). 
(c) Now we show the assertion (ii) in Lemma 4.8. Fix i E (0, . . . , n - 11. By definition 
of the polynomials Qj (17) and of the integers sj (22), one has 
tc Qt = (lf+‘/pa)Xi+l + monomials of degree >i + 1, 
with 
T= (S._i,s,-i+r )...) sn} and 
~1 = (i + l)Mj,- 1 Crj, where J = (j,,-i,j.-itI,..., jn}. 
jsJ 
The integer Ii+ 1 divides lf”/p” (5) and p does not divide If+‘/(p’li+ l). Let D be the set 
of prime divisors of flI”, qj. Then the integers If’ I /(pali+ 1) (p ranging over D, i being 
fixed) are relatively prime. Therefore there are integers t, E Z so that the following 
holds in K(P”): 
C tpbpi= li+lU’+’ + monomials in a of degree >i + 1. 
PED 
But by assertion (i) there exists b;+ 1 eK(P”“) such that ~*(bf+,) = xpED tpbpi. Since 
q*(bf+r)= li+lU’+’ + “‘y it follows in the same way as in the proof of Lemma 3.5 
that (1, b;, . . ..b.} is a Z-basis of K(p”). Consequently the set of all bpj (p ED, 
0 I j I n - 1) and 1 is a system of generators of the group q*K(P”“). q 
4.12. Proof of Lemma 4.9. Here again we use the notations in 4.5. Assume each 
qj divides qj-1. Then li(qe,...,qn) = qoql”‘qi-1 (1.4). 
(a) Take k = 0 and d = q. in (27). We get 
Qq,(a)Q,,(a)~cp*K(P""). 
(b) Apply (27) to cp’ = cp(Lq1, . . . ,q,,) with k = 1, d = ql. It follows that 
Q~,(u)Q,~(~)E'~~*K('~). 
Now in 4.1 l(a) we have ‘q*(QJ’G)) = Ql,(u). Hence (26) implies 
Q~,(c~)Q~,(~)Q,,(~)E~**K~"). 
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(c) Repeat the preceding process, and get 
Q,,(a)Qqi~,(a)...Q,,(a)~cp*K(P”“) (1 _< i I n - 2). 
Since here r+ I = Qq,. . . Qqi, the lemma is proven. 0 
Before closing this paragraph we make two remarks. 
4.13. Remark. Consider the real sphere S2”‘+l c (UZm+l)*. There is a commutative 
diagram [2, I], with the notation of 4.1, 
where the quotient spaces of the top are defined by the same operations as those of the 
bottom. The closed inclusion p is the mapping-cone of y (lot. cit.). This gives, in 
reduced K-theory, an exact sequence induced by y and p [4, 9(2.5)], isomorphic to 
that of Lemma 4.2. 
4.14. Remark. Assume (qO, .. . . q,,) = (4, 1, . . . . 1). In 4.5 take k = 0, d = q. Then 
Lemma 4.6 shows that ‘a*F’(‘P”“+‘) c q*Fl(P”“). On the other hand, the poly- 
nomial QI, divides each Ti (3.3). So Theorem 3.4 implies ‘p* F’(F) c K(P”). Q,(a). 
Now Corollary 4.3 and Lemma 4.4 give K(P”). Q,(a) c ‘o*F l(rpn-tl). Whence 
‘c*Fl(‘P”“+l) = K(P”).Q,(a). 
Let L”(q) = LE(q; 1, . . . . 1) (4.1). Then Lemma 4.2 shows that the natural projection 
L”(q) -+ P” induces a ring monomorphism F ‘(P”)/(Q,(a)) =+ F ‘(L”(q)). But 
F’(L”(q)) is finite of order q” (see part (a) of the proof of Lemma 4.2), and 
F ‘(P”)/(Q,(u)) is isomorphic to the augmentation ideal of the ring 
Z[X]/(X”+‘, (1 + X)q - l), where X corresponds to a. 
This ideal is also finite, of order q” [S, 1.121. Therefore the preceding monomorphism 
is an isomorphism. This means that we recover the structure of the K-theory ring of the 
standard lens space S2”+‘/pq, which has the same homotopy type as L”(q) ([S, 2.121 
and [7,2.2.3]). 
5. The ring K(P”“) 
From Theorem 3.4, we will deduce the ring structure of K(P”“). 
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5.1. The ring K(P) is isomorphic to Z[X]/(X”+‘), with X corresponding to the 
element a = [L] - 1 (14). Theorem 3.4 says in particular that the ring K(P”“) is 
isomorphic to a subring of Z[X]/(X”’ ‘), which admits the classes of the polynomials 
1, T,(X), *.*, T,,(X) (3.3) as a Z-basis. So K(P”“) is a finite Z-algebra of the form 
Z[TX r, . . . ,X,1/3. We want to compute the ideal 3. For this we need to define some 
integers. 
5.2. For any integer k 2 1 we have 
Qk=(l+X)k-l= 5 k X”. 
0 a=1 a 
So the polynomials Ti = Qk, . . . Qk, (1 5 i I n, (19)) have the form 
~=~kiaXa, i<a<kl+..-+ki, 
L1 
with ki, equal to 
E,C,,i (i:)(E:) ‘..(:I)> 1 I aj I kj, ~1 + ... + ai = a (29) 
Remembering the definition of the integers kj = kj(qo, . . . , qn) (18), we see that formula 
(29) determines the coefficients of the polynomial T as functions of qo, . . . , qn. 
Let i,jE{l, . . . . n}. As Xi divides Ti , one has 
z(X)Tj(X) = 0 (modX”+l) if i +j > n. 
Assume i + j I n. Then 5.1 shows that there are unique integers 
such that the following holds in Z[X]: 
T(X)Tj(X) = 1 t$’ T,(X) (mod X “+ ‘). 
i+j<orSn 
(30) 
(31) 
Considering the coefficient of the monomial X’ in the two members of this congru- 
ence, we get 
1 ki, kj, = 1 tiy’k,,, for i + j I Y < n. 
a+/3=r i+jlcrln 
(Note that the integers k,, are defined only when s < t.) Therefore the integers tiy’ are 
the unique solution of the system of equations (i, j being fixed) 
. . 
1.. ... ... k,,, 
where h, = Ca+B=r ki,kja. 
(32) 
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Now we can compute the ring K(p). 
5.3. Theorem. Let 3 be the ideal of ZIX1, . . . . X,] generated by the polynomials 
(1 Ii,jIn) 
XiXj (i + j > n), XiXj - ~ tiii”‘X, (i +j I n), 
a=i+j 
where the integers tjf are deJined by (29) and (32). Then the ring K(p) 
(P = P&(J , . . . , q,,)) is isomorphic to ZIXl, . . . , X,,]/ZI. 
Proof. The Z-algebra homomorphism ZCX1, . . ..X.l + z[x]/(x”+l) 
Xi H 6 + (Xn+i) sends 3 into 0 ((30) and (31)). Denote B the subalgebra of 
Z[X]/(X”“) described in 5.1. So the preceding arrow induces a ring homomorphism 
u:Z[X,, . ..) X,1/3 -+ B. Since the classes of 1, TI , . . . , T, form a B-basis ofB and those 
of 1,x1,..., X, form a Z-system of generators of Z [Xi,. . . , X,1/3, the map u is 
bijective. I? 
Remark. A comparison between the multiplicative structure of K(P”“) and that of 
H*(P”“, Z) will be done in another place. 
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